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This research presents three experiments comparing the effectiveness of counterattitudinal pictures versus text in changing implicit

attitudes in the case of ambush marketing disclosure. We show that the relative effectiveness of pictures versus text in changing

implicit attitudes resides in the valence of mental images produced by the counterattitudinal information.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
The study of attitude change has for long depended solely on 

self-reported (explicit) measures of attitudes (i.e. on explicit at-
titudes). Yet, the development of implicit measures of attitude has 
challenged the classic view of attitude change that assumes that the 
old attitude is replaced with a new one (Petty et al., 2006). Implicit 
measures of attitudes are specialized techniques that rely on respon-
dents’ non-declarative responses, instead reflecting particular evalu-
ative associations automatically activated when encountering a rel-
evant stimulus. Because implicit attitudes often diverge from explicit 
attitudes and because both attitudes independently predict different 
types of behaviors (Rydell and McConnell, 2006) it is essential to 
understand the antecedents of both explicit and implicit attitudes 
change. In this research we compare the effectiveness of counterat-
titudinal pictures versus text in changing explicit and, more impor-
tantly, implicit attitudes in the case of ambush marketing disclosure 
(a specific case of corrective advertising). 

Pictures seem effective to change implicit attitudes (Dasgupta 
and Greenwald, 2001) and results concerning the impact of textu-
al information on implicit attitude change are mixed (Gregg et al., 
2006; Petty et al., 2006; Rydell and McConnell, 2006). Yet, no study 
directly compares the influence of pictures and text. Dual process 
models (Gawronski and Bodenhausen, 2006; Sloman, 1996) suggest 
that explicit attitudes are the result of rule-based processes relying 
in particular on verbal representations whereas implicit attitudes are 
the results of associative processes. Moreover, Sloman (1996) sug-
gests that the associative system, hence implicit attitude, should be 
particularly sensitive to concepts encoded in concrete forms such as 
concrete images or metaphors (see also the CEST model of Epstein 
and Pacini, 1999). Therefore, we hypothesize that the relative effec-
tiveness of pictures versus text in changing implicit attitudes resides 
in the valence of mental images produced by the counterattitudinal 
information. Concerning explicit attitude change, pictures and text 
conveying the same information should have the same effectiveness.

We test our hypotheses in the case of ambush marketing, which 
is the clear intent by a brand to mislead consumers (usually through 
advertising using event-related elements) into thinking the brand is 
sponsoring the event (Sandler and Shani, 1989; Meenaghan, 1996). It 
is perceived as a major threat by event organizers who have therefore 
undertaken to disclose ambushers to the general public using either 
press releases or advertisements (Humphreys et al., 2010; Interna-
tional Olympic Committee, 2010).

Because consumers almost never identify ambushers as such 
(Sandler and Shani, 1989; Meenaghan, 1998), they will form the 
same often positive attitude toward sponsors and ambushers. We 
study the change of implicit and explicit attitude toward an ambusher 
after disclosure of the ambush tactic in the context of the Beijing 
2008 Olympics. We specifically compare the effectiveness of disclo-
sure strategies based on text versus pictures.

We conducted 3 pretest-posttest between-subject experiments 
that used the same underlying procedure. First participants (students) 
were exposed to pictures of the 2008 Olympic Games and to ads 
related to this event (including 3 ads for Beifa, the target ambusher 
brand). The ads for Beifa aimed to deceive participants by giving 
the impression that Beifa was an Olympic sponsor. Then participants 

reported their attitudes towards Beifa with an implicit measure based 
on the Fazio et al. (1986) evaluative priming paradigm and also with 
a set of rating scales. Next participants were either informed or not 
about the existence of ambush marketing and about the fact that Bei-
fa was an ambusher. Finally, we measured again implicit and explicit 
attitude toward Beifa. The different disclosure strategies used were 
pretested for equivalence in meaning (both explicitly and implicitly 
using a semantic priming task) and in persuasiveness.

In the first experiment (N=84) with 3 conditions (no disclosure 
using a neutral article, disclosure with a press article, immediate 
disclosure at the beginning of the experiment with a press article) 
we obtained that disclosure using a press article explicitly reporting 
Beifa’s ambush marketing activities, is effective to change explicit 
attitude toward the ambusher but ineffective to change implicit at-
titude. This was the case even though respondents had to provide a 
summary of the article.

In the second experiment (N=70) with 3 conditions (no disclo-
sure, disclosure with 3 drawings, disclosure with 6 drawings) we 
show that both implicit and explicit attitudes can be changed when 
drawings (representing the visual parts of rough print ads) are used 
instead of a press article. Ad copies used brand personification and 
represented the ambusher stealing money from the IOC. We also ob-
tained that whereas explicit attitude toward the ambusher changed 
quickly and were not sensitive to the number of ad repetitions (3 
versus 6), implicit attitude changed more slowly and decreased from 
3 to 6 ad repetitions.

We then performed a pretest (N=113) to identify the charac-
teristics of the mental images that participants had in mind after the 
different disclosure conditions. We also included a new condition 
in which we asked participants to visualize Beifa after having read 
the press article. As expected, valence of mental images differed 
between disclosure conditions, such as mental images were more 
negative in the disclosure with drawings conditions and disclosure 
with news article followed by verbal imagery instruction condition 
compared to the disclosure with news article condition. All the other 
characteristics of mental images (e.g. quantity, ease…) did not differ 
between the disclosure conditions.

In the third experiment (N=103) with 4 conditions (no disclo-
sure, disclosure with a press article, disclosure with 6 drawings, 
disclosure with a press article followed by verbal imagery instruc-
tions) we replicate previous findings and, most importantly, found 
that valence of mental images mediates the relationship between type 
of disclosure and implicit attitude change but not explicit attitude 
change (Zhao et al., 2010).

Overall, our results suggest that pictures are superior to text in 
changing implicit attitudes. Yet textual information that is imagery-
provoking can also lead to a change in implicit attitude. These results 
could explain some of the discrepant findings concerning the effec-
tiveness of textual information in changing implicit attitudes (Gregg 
et al., 2006). 
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